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BoatZincs.com, Inc. Relocates & Expands 

 

HUDSON, Massachusetts - For BoatZincs.com, the last eleven years have seen nothing but 

growth.  From humble beginnings in the basement of the owners’ suburban home, the company has 

since had to move twice in order to accommodate its comprehensive inventory (some 1,200 individual 

part numbers at last count).  Most recently, they have purchased and relocated to an 18,000 square 

foot warehouse and office space at 569 Main Street in Hudson, Massachusetts: a new, permanent 

base of operations for “The Online Superstore for Zinc Anodes”. 

 

It must be said that BoatZincs.com holds a unique footing in the marine industry.  By stressing 

the importance of being the absolute authority on corrosion protection of underwater metals and by 

having absolutely every boat anode on hand, they are able to focus on what really matters: the 

customer.  The company offers same day shipping, low prices and the largest selection of Mil-Spec 

quality zinc, aluminum and magnesium anodes available anywhere.  Someone unsure of which anode 

they need can call or send an email and expect a prompt, educated response.  From its inception, 

BoatZincs.com has aimed to take the hassle out of a notoriously error-prone and pricey endeavor.  By 

emphasizing the importance of customer satisfaction this whole time, they have been able to 

consistently do just that. 

 

 As BoatZincs.com set up shop in Hudson this summer, they had already achieved several 

major milestones.  This year saw their 100,000th order shipped, and they shot past 25,000 individual 

customers.  The company has sent anodes around the world, to every continent. including Antarctica.  

The new, bigger building will afford them the opportunity to, as Bob Olsen, President and CEO notes, 

“do what we’ve always done – but at an even larger scale.” 

 

“A decade ago, the obvious question was, ‘Who is going to buy boat anodes online?’” Mr. Olsen 

recalls.  “Lots of people, it turns out.”  Their simple business model has proven wildly successful and 

important to Do-It-Yourself pleasurecraft boaters, commercial divers, as well as professional boat 

service and repair shops.  At eleven years and counting - BoatZincs.com shows no signs of slowing 

down. 


